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“Talk is cheap. Show me the code.”
Linus Torvalds



INTRODUCTION

Calculating the thickness of ice in a river or lake can be achieved using simple weather 
data such as air temperature and the duration of the freezing period. Lliboutry1 
suggested in 1964 that the following equation could be used to obtain a preliminary 
evaluation of ice thickness:

d = 3.6A
p
G

where
 d = average thickness of the ice layer (cm)
 A = coefficient that takes into account the thermal characteristics of the ice, the 
  presence of snow, the amount of sunlight, etc.
 G = freezing index in number of negative-degree-days (℃-days)

The freezing index of a year, at a specific location, gives an indication of the freezing 
intensity and duration at this location, or rather the sum of the number of degrees 
below 0 ℃, calculated on a daily basis, for the entire season. Some values of coefficient 
A are given below2:

 Lake without snow   0.8
 Lake covered with snow  0.5-0.7
 River covered with snow  0.4-0.5
 Small stream with rapid flow 0.2-0.4

Freezing indices (G) for some regions in Quebec3:

 Region   ℃-day
 Montreal   1030 
 Québec   1413
 Sherbrooke   1016
 Gaspé    1356
 

1 Lliboutry, L. 1964. Traite de glaciologie. Tome 1. Paris, Masson.

2 Brière, F.G., Drinking-water distribution, sewage, and rainfall collection, Polytechnic International Press 
(1999)

3 Climate Norms in Canada, Environment Canada



For example, in the Québec region, the maximum thickness of the ice layer of a lake 
that is  without snow is:

 d = 3.6 × 0.8 × √1413 = 108cm

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Let us begin at the beginning. The basic structure of  an Ada program, including which packages 
to use looks like this:

! with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
! with ada.integer_text_io; use ada.integer_text_io;
! with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
! with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
! use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

! procedure iceThickness is

! begin

! end iceThickness;

THE VARIABLES

The equation is a simple one, and only has three variables (i) the average thickness of  the ice 
layer (output value) , (ii) a coefficient relating to thermal characteristics of  the ice (input value), 
and (iii) the freezing index (input value). Here are the variables for use in the program:

! thck_iceL, coeff, frzIndx : float;

In addition, the user can make a selection from four values for the coefficient, so there is an 
integer variable used in the menu for the selection:

! m_item : integer;

THE USER INPUT

The first part of  the program deals with the user input. 

    put_line("Enter the freezing index (# -ve degree days): ");
    get(frzIndx);



The freezing index is an empirically derived value which is normally taken from a table of  values 
(but could also be incorporated into the program itself). The user is then prompted with four 
choices and will enter a number from 1 to 4 to designate the type of  environment in which ice is 
found. 

    put_line("Enter the coefficient type: ");
    put_line("1. Lake without snow ");
    put_line("2. Lake covered with snow ");
    put_line("3. River covered with snow ");
    put_line("4. Small stream with rapid flow ");
    get(m_item);

A CHOICE TO BE MADE

Once a menu item has been chosen, a coefficient can be assigned based on a series of  values 
given. This can easily be achieved using an if-then-elsif sequence, of  the form:

    if m_item = 1 then
       coeff := 0.8;
    elsif m_item = 2 then
       coeff := 0.6;
    elsif m_item = 3 then
       coeff := 0.45;
    elsif m_item = 4 then
       coeff := 0.3;
    end if;

Note that there are some structural differences with similar syntax found in languages such as C. 

1. There are no parentheses surrounding the logical expression. 
2. Ada uses a single = sign as the comparative operator, as := is used for assignment.
3. Ada uses the keyword then after every logical expression.
4. The keywords else if used in C are replaced by the single keyword elsif.
5. The sequence is terminated by end if, so the dangling else problem does not occur.

A CALCULATION

Now the calculation can be performed:

    thck_iceL := 3.6 * coeff * sqrt(frzIndx);



THE OUTPUT

Finally the calculated value is output:

    put("The ice thickness is ");
    put(thck_iceL, aft=>2, exp=>0);
    put(" cm");
    put_line("");

The last line in the code could also be replaced with 

    new_line(1);

The output format may be one of  the caveats of  Ada - the use of  multiple calls to put(). To 
make it seem more compact, the code could also be written as:

    put("The ice thickness is "); put(thck_iceL, aft=>2, exp=>0);
    put(" cm"); put_line("");

THE WHOLE PROGRAM

The whole program, with comments included,  now looks like this:

-- Program to calculate the thickness of ice in a river or lake 

with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
with ada.integer_text_io; use ada.integer_text_io;
with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

procedure iceThickness is
    -- Declare the data types as type float
    thck_iceL, coeff, frzIndx : float;
    m_item : integer;

begin
    -- Obtain the input for the program
    put_line("Enter the freezing index (# -ve degree days): ");
    get(frzIndx);
    put_line("Enter the coefficient type: ");
    put_line("1. Lake without snow ");
    put_line("2. Lake covered with snow ");
    put_line("3. River covered with snow ");
    put_line("4. Small stream with rapid flow ");
    get(m_item);



    -- Decide what the cofficient will be from the menu
    if m_item = 1 then
       coeff := 0.8;
    elsif m_item = 2 then
       coeff := 0.6;
    elsif m_item = 3 then
       coeff := 0.45;
    elsif m_item = 4 then
       coeff := 0.3;
    end if;
    
    -- Perform the calculation of ice thickness. Note that the
    -- numerics.elementary_functions package must be added to use sqrt
    thck_iceL := 3.6 * coeff * sqrt(frzIndx);

    -- Output the escape velocity
    put("The ice thickness is ");
    put(thck_iceL, aft=>2, exp=>0);
    put(" cm");
    put_line("");

end iceThickness;


